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One of MCI’s customers, New Jersey Transit, wanted their repair facilities to be able to order parts securely via 

the Internet, view status of orders, and generate reports. There are 30,000 to 40,000 parts. They needed six 

“on demand” reports ranging from Fill Rate Performance to Credit Card Reconciliation reports. They wanted to 

have these reports e-mailed to them. Cat Logistics was retained to outsource all of their warehouse operations. 

Because Cat Logistics primary software is SAP and MCI’s is APlus, they needed a way to have messaging 

between the two systems real-time. All warehouse functions would be performed by the SAP system with 

messaging originating from the APlus system.

SOLUTION:
Using IBM WebSphere Commerce Suite, StayLinked Consulting Services built a complete shopping cart system. 

With IBM WebSphere Payment Manager, we built in the credit card processing they needed to order the parts 

online. Using IBM’s MQ Series, we linked the two systems together, enabling a seamless pass through between 

the APlus system and the SAP system.

Via the internet, New Jersey Transit can now pick parts from catalog drill downs and receive real-time pricing. 

This pricing is also based on quantities and or contracts that are tailored specifically to a New Jersey Transit site. 

They are able to check inventory levels at all MCI locations, enabling them to come up with accurate forecasting.

IBM’s Payment Manager provided the secure payment processing along with giving them access to the six key 

reports they needed.

Several MQ Series programs and utilities were built onto the APlus system at MCI to assist with the management 

of the MQ Series Messages. Some examples are: a utility was written that allows the user to scan messages with 

a search string. Another program was written to allow users to copy messages from one Queue to another 

for back-up and recovery purposes. StayLinked Consulting Services wrote all of the interface, providing the 

complete solution.

For further information or technical assistance, please contact your StayLinked Certified Partner or 
you may contact us directly:

15991 Red Hill Avenue Suite 210 
Tustin, CA 92780 
 
(714) 918-7700 (Main Office)  
(714) 918-7817 (Technical Support) 
 
http://www.staylinked.com 
support@staylinked.com
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